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Nov. 2 is the last
date to cast a
vote for Virginia
governor
By MICHAEL STALEY
The Breeze

Virginia will be holding elections Nov. 2 to
elect the new governor, lieutenant governor,
attorney general, House of Delegates
representatives and local offices. The governor
position is elected once every four years, just
as the U.S. presidential elections are held.
Virginia is special because there’s an election
that affects the people who live in the state
every year on the first Tuesday of November.
Since there are no federal offices up for
election, this year is an off-year election.
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spooky,
scary,
local

This year’s candidates

Virginians will see three names on the
ballot for Governor in this election: former
Gov. Terry McAuliffe (D), Glenn Youngkin (R)
and Princess Blanding (Liberation Party). Paul
Davis (Independent) is running as a write-in
candidate. In Virginia, a governor isn’t allowed
to serve consecutive terms but is allowed to
hold office multiple times. Before current Gov.
Ralph Northam (D), McAuliffe served as the
governor of Virginia from 2014-18.

Who is Terry McAuliffe?

McAuliffe is the former 72nd governor of
Virginia. Before he took office in 2014, he
hadn’t held an elected position. According to
Ballotpedia, before his election, he served as a
political adviser for the Democratic Party and
was the former Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee from 2001-05. He was also
the co-chairman of Bill Clinton’s re-election
campaign in 1996 as well as Hillary Clinton’s
2008 presidential campaign.
McAuliffe received his bachelor’s degree
at Catholic University and earned his Juris
Doctor at Georgetown Law School. He’s the
candidate endorsed by current Gov. Ralph
Northam and is endorsed by around half of
the leaders of the Virginia Legislative Black
Caucus.

Who is Glenn Youngkin?

Glenn Youngkin is the former chief
executive of the Carlyle Group. According to
the company’s website, the Carlyle Group is
a multinational investment firm that works
to create long-term value for investors,
companies and shareholders. According to
Forbes, Youngkin has an estimated net worth
of over $300 million. On his website, it says
that he grew up in Richmond and Virginia
Beach, where he held his first job washing
dishes and frying eggs in a diner. Youngkin
is the candidate endorsed by former U.S.
President Donald Trump (R).
Youngkin studied engineering for his
bachelor’s degree at Rice University and went
on to get a master’s of business administration
from the Harvard Business School. According to
his website, he moved to Northern Virginia and
built the Carlyle Group into what it’s recognized
as now.
see GOVERNOR, page 4

Halloween in the ’Burg is back in business
By FILIP DE MOTT
The Breeze

For the retail world, COVID-19
made Halloween a spooky ordeal.
“Business has been really, really slow —
up ’till now,” Melinda Bare, the secretary
and treasurer of Glen’s Fair Price Store Inc.,
said. “We did hardly anything last year.”
Alongside other family members, she
helps run Glen’s Fair Price Store — a
business with a website that boasts about
being the city’s “Most Unusual Store.”
In many ways, it is. Started by Bare’s
parents in 1941, the store continues
to function as a “variety” store and
includes a year-round costume hub.
To walk in is to enter a uniquely versatile
space: At one end, glass assortments are
stacked around those browsing. At another,
president-themed face masks look down
upon any passerby. Everything in between
ranges from children’s toys to camera
bodies, Santa suits, fake teeth, bold caps

and a “Jack Sparrow Sassy” costume — the
Disney character reimagined for women.
Giving a tour, Bare reveals another
room of some 3,000 costumes for rent.
“We work with fraternities and sororities,”
Bare said. “They come in and need to be all
made up.” But with COVID-19 in full swing,
JMU’s sudden closure and the lack of parties
in the year prior, business was “really bad.”
The whole business was forced to closed.

No treats
Overall, Halloween took a backseat
in 2020, statistics reported by the
National
Opinion
Research
Center
(NORC) show. That year, only 12% of
U.S. households planned to go trick-ortreating, with 41% not celebrating at all.
While JMU offered alternatives to students’
usual Hallo-weekend rituals, in the city,
public health also took priority over annual
events: “We were really limited by what the
governor said we could do,” Emily Winter,
the marketing director for Harrisonburg’s
Downtown Renaissance (HDR), said, which

aims to revitalize the downtown area:
“We couldn’t do our large-scale events.”
But 2021 brought change.

‘Better than
it’s ever been’

“Put on those costumes, stay outside
and
enjoy
your
trick-or-treating,”
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) director said recently,
quoted by The Washington Post.
This change in attitude — in line with
earlier encouragement from Dr. Anthony
Fauci, the nation’s top infectious-disease
expert — results from an increasingly
vaccinated population. Soon, immunization
efforts may even reach children.
T h e o p t i m i s m ha s ma d e i t s ma rk
economically as well. Nationally, as fright of the
pandemic seems to dwindle, it’s being replaced
by an ever-growing enthusiasm to once again
spend.
see HALLOWEEN REVENUE, page 17
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Emma Connelly / The Breeze

JMU junior advocates for cancer awareness
Caroline Laughorn, who had childhood cancer, now fights for increased
research on the pediatric disease.

PAGE 24

Christine Brady / The Breeze

The Breeze looks at what could happen if JMU
Athletics moves conferences
With the possibility of a near conference realignment for JMU, many factors
come into play — The Breeze breaks some of those down.
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McAuliffe (D) served as governor of Virginia from 2014-18.
Photos courtesy of Tribune News Service

@BreezeNewsJMU

Youngkin (R) was CEO of a private equity firm prior to getting involved in politics.

Last chance

from GOVERNOR, page 1
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How are current VA
Politics trending?

In 2019, the Virginia election allowed
for the “Democratic trifecta” — when both
chambers of the state legislature are controlled
by one political party and the governor of
the state matches that political party. The
Virginia government is also in what’s known
as a Democratic triplex. A triplex is when the
governor, attorney general and secretary of
state all share the same political party.
According to NPR, the Republican Party
hasn’t won a statewide election in Virginia
since 2009. According to WBUR, this election
will serve as a visual to the state’s political
views. This election will be affected by the
state’s views on President Joe Biden’s success in
the Oval Office. More votes will be cast for the
same party as Biden if they agree with him, and
more votes will be cast against him if they feel
as though Biden is unsuccessful. The results of
this election can be a catalyst to a Republicanfilled midterm election if Biden and the
Democrats don’t fulfill the public’s wants and
expectations, according to the Washington
Post. As this is one of only three gubernatorial
elections — the others being in New Jersey and
California — this election has already received
national attention due to its high stakes and
intensity.

What are their platforms?

The biggest topic that the two candidates

debated in both the Sept. 16 and Sept. 28
debates was the severity of COVID-19 and the
necessity of vaccines. Both candidates said they
supported the vaccines, but McAuliffe called
for mandatory vaccinations for healthcare
workers and teachers, while Youngkin said
people should have the choice of whether to
get the vaccine or not.
McAuliffe’s campaign is built on economic
development. When he was in office,
he helped bring in $20 billion of capital
investment. According to Politifact, he helped
give 84,000 jobs to unemployed people in
the Commonwealth, and during his time as
governor, unemployment decreased by about
37%. McAuliffe vetoed 58 bills in his first two
years as governor. That’s more vetoes than the
previous governors before him did in their
four years. This included denying legislation
to defund Planned Parenthood in Virginia.
He also dismantled many laws in the Virginia
constitution that were either still around from
the Jim Crow era or were made to emulate the
era. McAuliffe said in his debates that he plans
on developing the original plans he had earlier,
further than what he’s accomplished before.
Youngkin’s campaign is built around cutting
taxes, such as the gas tax and the grocery tax,
to provide more funding to the education
system. According to his website, he said on his
first day, he’ll start his plans to create 400,000
jobs and 10,000 start-ups in Virginia. He said
the money saved on taxes will go back into the
education system to ensure teachers and other
school staff can keep their jobs, even amid the
pandemic.
Blanding’s campaign is centered around

The Breeze takes a
closer look at Virginia’s
gubernatorial candidates

racial, gender and sexuality reforms in policy.
According to her website, she wants to work
toward protecting the lives of minority groups.
This includes physical protection as well as
protecting their voting rights and shielding
them from wrongful incarceration. She said
she’ll invest in grassroot organizations to
“combat the systematic racism and oppression
in healthcare, education, businesses and
public that exist in the form of discrimination,
intimidation and inequalities.”

JMU and the election

Kristin Rhondenizer, junior public policy
and administration major, reinforced the
idea that this election is important to the JMU
population. With many state-wide positions
up for grabs, Rhondenizer said positions such
as governor are “often overlooked” in elections
when they often have more of an impact on
students’ daily lives rather than the federal
level.
“The governor’s race is split, and it is very
important to go out and vote and have an
opinion because it is so close, and your vote
will actually have an effect,” Rhondenizer said.
Rhondenizer is a part of the JMU College
Democrats and helped students register to
vote and educated them about the different
candidates who are on the voting slate for this
year’s election.
“Reaching out is important, even if it’s not
to a specific organization or political party,
to prevent things from deterring you to vote,”
Rhondenizer said.
Brandon Market, junior finance major, works
with the JMU College Republicans to advocate

for Youngkin and other Republican candidates.
Market said that even though college campuses
are primarily Democratic, it’s still important to
make sure all voices and opinions are heard so
students can make an educated decision.
“No matter which way you’re leaning, I think
it’s important to view all candidates,” Market
said.
The Young Democratic-Socialists of America
(YDSA) has a chapter at JMU dedicated to
promoting third party values at JMU. Max
Muñoz, first-year political science major, is a
member of YDSA, and he said he advocates for
students to listen to the opinions of third party
candidates.
“If you talk to the vast majority of third party
candidates, they know they are not going to
win,” Munoz said. “The main goal of YDSA and
the Blanding campaign is to raise awareness
on how the Democratic Party and Republican
Party are failing everyday people.”
Muñoz said he values the opinions of his
colleagues and encourages students to look at
the policies of the people running for office.
“Don’t go off any of the platitudes that
people are giving you,” Muñoz said. “Go online
and look at what these people are actually
trying to do.”
Early voting in Virginia ends Oct 30. The Virginia
state election will take place Nov. 2. Information
on polling locations can be found on Virginia’s
election website.
CONTACT Michael Staley at stale2ma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Kenney said Shenandoah National Park has seen a 13% increase in hikers during the pandemic. Christine Brady / The Breeze

Halted hikers

Visitor restriction implemented at Shenandoah’s Old Rag
By MICHAEL STALEY
The Breeze

large groups of people going hiking
rather than a small group. When her
whole group must wait, she said it feels
like they’re the ones “holding up the
line” rather than the people they’re
waiting on.
“Waiting for people is usually pretty
awkward, and depending on how wide
the trail is, it can be kind of stressful,”
White said.
During the height of the pandemic,
White said she’d hike at least once a
week, if not more, since she couldn’t
do much else. On these hikes, she
said she found litter and trash and felt
frustrated that people were ruining the
environment that they came to see on
their hike.
White said she agrees with the
restriction of people coming into Old
Rag. She said she prefers less populated
hikes because the connection to nature
is more apparent, and there are shorter
wait times and less trash on the trails.
Jasmine Lesky, a senior hospitality
management major, said she enjoys
hiking and has seen some of the effects
of increased numbers on these trails.
“I have experienced [waiting for

hikers to continue] a couple of times,”
Lesky said. “I think about how I can
pass them and how I am getting cold
and do not want to wait.”
One of Lesky’s biggest concerns with
the increase of people is the damage
that happens to the nature around
the trail. She said she’s gone off the
trail because she’s been frustrated and
hasn’t wanted to wait for slow hikers,
even though she knew she’d be hurting
the plant life she had to step on to go
around the hikers.
“Trash and litter are more apparent
on trails around here, with college
students going and [hiking] becoming
more popular,” Lesky said.
With the increase in hikers, Lesky
agreed with Shenandoah National
Park’s idea to limit the number of
people hiking on Old Rag.
“It may stink a little bit, but it’s smart to
limit the wear and tear and litter,” Lesky
said. “It will make the hike better.”
CONTACT Michael Staley at stale2ma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Old Rag, the most popular hiking
location in Shenandoah National Park
according to the National Park Service
(NPS) website, has experienced more
foot traffic since 2019.
Park
superintendent
Patrick
Kenney said Shenandoah has seen
a 13% increase in hikers during the
pandemic. Kenney said the park is
starting a pilot project in 2023 where
only 800 permits will be sold in a day
for the Old Rag trail. The project is
designed to see how this affects both
the physical trail and the community’s
reaction to this change. No other trail
in Shenandoah will be affected by this
project.
Kenney said hikers are
Ka
either turning around and
Th m r y
not finishing their hike
e n
Br Ko
or they’re starting
ee ch
ze /
to go off the trail to
maneuver around
slow hikers and
create
“social
trails.” These trails

aren’t kept up by the park, and Kenney
said they cause issues with endangered
species.
These social trails break the trail
and go into the wilderness around the
primary path. Kenney said these areas
near the trail can house extremely
delicate or endangered plant life. With
hikers trying to get an edge and making
their own rules, Kenney said, they
damage the environment they hike
through.
Although more foot traffic may
seem good for the park, Kenney said
it causes more harm than good. Old
Rag is a difficult hike, according to
the NPS website, and has areas of
rock scrambling where people often
wait for others to go on through. Rock
scrambling is climbing up rocks with
both hands and feet, rather than just
hiking up a trail on foot.
“We see more litter on these trails,
more human waste, more graffiti on
the rocks,” Kenney said.
Ashton White, a senior religion
major, said she’s hiked Shenandoah
trailheads since her first year of
college. White said she feels safer in
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What’s on
the ballot?

What to expect on the ballot Nov. 2

By NEWS DESK
The Breeze

With the Nov. 2 election right around the
corner, here’s a rundown of who’s going to be
on the ballot for individuals registered to vote
in Harrisonburg.

Governor:

Glenn A. Youngkin (R): Youngkin’s
campaign is focused on cutting taxes, funding
law enforcement and reinvigorating job
growth. According to his website, Youngkin is
“an outsider, not a politician.” His campaign
is built upon his ability to apply business
skills from his career at the Carlyle Group.
Terry R. McAuliffe (D): McAuliffe, the
former governor from 2014-18, is focused
on economic development after COVID-19.
According to his website, McAuliffe supports
creating affordable healthcare, addressing
gun violence and mandating COVID-19
vaccines.
Princess L. Blanding (LP): Blanding is the
third party candidate for the gubernatorial
election, running in the new Liberation
Party. According to her website, Blanding is
focused on criminal justice reform, racial and
environmental justice, inclusive education,
affordable housing and healthcare.

Lieutenant Governor:

Winsome E. Sears (R): Sears is a former
U.S. Marine and former member of the
Virginia General Assembly. According to
her website, her goals are to open and raise
standards in schools, uplift Black Virginians,
cut taxes and reduce regulations. Sears also
wants to “crack down” on violent criminals,
raise pay for law enforcement and expand
veterans centers in Virginia.
Hala S. Ayala (D): Ayala represents District
51 as a member of the Virginia House of
Delegates. According to her website, Ayala
wants to expand medicaid access in Virginia,
invest in infrastructure and transportation,
create criminal justice reform and combat
climate change. Ayala also wants to expand
Pre-K, reduce school overcrowding and
expand access to contraception.

Attorney General:

Thursday, October 28, 2021

Jason S. Miyares (R): Miyares has served
as the state delegate representing District
82 since 2016. His campaign is focused on

Madison Root / The Breeze

supporting small businesses, restoring “law
and order” and continuing to fund the police,
according to his website. Miyares’ website
also highlights election reform and opposing
illegal immigration.
Mark R. Herring (D)- Herring is seeking
re-election and has served as Virginia’s
attorney general since 2014. According to
his website, he’s focused on social justice
issues promoting economic opportunity and
protecting the environment. Herring also
addressed gun violence and reducing the
opioid epidemic.

Member House
of Delegates 26th District:

Tony O. Wilt (R): In seeking re-election
for the Virginia House of Delegates, Wilt
has focused on the economy, including
lowering taxes, “reasonable” regulations and
maintaining a healthy agricultural economy,
according to his website. Wilt also wrote
about keeping schools open during the
pandemic, incentivising clean energy and
supporting law enforcement and the Second
Amendment.
William W. “Bill” Helsley (D): Helsley’s
campaign is focused on healthcare and
infrastructure. On his website, Helsley wrote
about high medical bills and debt causing
crowdfunding for those in need. Helsley
wrote he would introduce legislation that
would exclude debts “created by medical
bills from attaching to a person’s primary
residence.” Helsley also highlighted issues in
infrastructure, including lack of broadband
internet and capacity issues on I-81.

Commissioner of Revenue:

Karen I. Rose: The commissioner is the
local assessing officer for taxes and licenses
within state and local law, according to the
City of Harrisonburg website. Rose is running
unopposed.

City Treasurer:

Jeffrey L. Shafer: The Treasurer’s Office
collects tax bills for properties within
Harrisonburg. Shafer is running unopposed.
CONTACT the news desk at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Madison Root / The Breeze

By JJ HENSLEY
The Breeze

Joint Emergency
Operations Plan, 2021
The first item on the agenda concerned
the quadrennial resolution to adopt a joint
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) with
Rockingham County and JMU.
Councilmember Laura Dent moved to
adopt the joint operations plan, seconded
by Vice Mayor Sal Romero and voted
unanimously by the council.
Deputy Emergency Coordinator of the
Harrisonburg Fire Department Paul Helmuth
went over the EOP plan, acknowledging
that the presentation was crafted to refresh
council members on local emergency
procedures.
“Disasters are always done locally,”
Helmuth said. “We’re the first ones there and
the last ones out.”
Helmuth said the EOP guidelines require
the local counseling body to review the
plan and send it to the state in order for
the emergency operations departments to
receive state funding for emergency services.
“We, as a locality, are responsible for
disaster mitigation, preparedness, response
and recovery,” Helmuth said. “This document
helps guide that.”
American Rescue Plan allocations
City manager Eric Campbell presented the
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), signed by
President Joe Biden on March 11.
Campbell said Virginia received $13.8
billion, with Harrisonburg receiving $23.8
million.
“This ARPA legislation basically creates

buckets of resources and funding,” Campbell
said.
Campbell said the key to this funding
is to ensure that funds given to the city of
Harrisonburg, in that $23.8 million, are
specific to COVID-19-related projects and
services. He also explained how Harrisonburg
could most effectively use the funds of both
ARPA and the resources from the state and
federal governments they’re already receiving.
“Say we had a project on the city list,
realize it’s eligible for a grant from the
Commonwealth, then we could move it off
the ARPA list and free up that money for other
projects,” Campbell said.
Councilmember Chris Jones proposed a
work session on Nov. 16 and, if needed, Nov. 30
on the ARPA funds and to forgo the scheduled
Nov. 23 city council meeting.
The council voted unanimously to have two
work sessions on ARPA funds, adhering to
Campbell’s suggestion.
Rocktown Turkey Trot
City council voted unanimously for the
approval of the event.
Lastly, Parks and Recreation Special Events
Manager Matt Little presented the 7th annual
Rocktown Turkey Trot, a four-mile race on
Thanksgiving in downtown Harrisonburg.
Little said the event costs $4,000, and Main St.
would be closed from Martin Luther King Jr. Way
to Gay Street. Route 11 would be closed from Gay
Street to Grattan Street, with the closure taking
place from 7 a.m. to noon on Thanksgiving day.
CONTACT JJ Hensley at henslejj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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What to expect
from The Breeze’s
election coverage
By NEWS DESK
The Breeze

Nov. 2 is quickly approaching, and The
Breeze is on top of it.
Breeze TV will be conducting a live
election show Nov. 2 from 9-10 p.m. The
team is looking at Richmond, Virginia Beach,
Roanoke, Harrisonburg and Fairfax County,
specifically, and comparing their incoming
results to the results from 2009, 2013 and
2017. A Breeze reporter will be relaying live
results from Harrisonburg’s registrar.
Breeze TV will also briefly look into the
race in New Jersey because a significant
portion of JMU students come from there.
Breeze TV will go live at JMU’s Democratic
and Republican watch parties, as well as
at the College Democrats’ and College
Republicans’ watch parties. The Breeze
newspaper will have reporters at each of
these events.

When?

Nov. 2, 9-10 p.m.

GLENs Fair
Price store
The Best halloween
store in town
227 N. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA 22802

540-434-8272
Mon-Fri: 11a-6p | Sat: 11a-5p

Thursday, October 28, 2021

Over 2,000 costumes
To rent or buy

Everything you need for
Halloween and much more!
glensfairprice.net

Where?

In the studio, Breeze TV will have a panel
with representatives from JMU’s College
Republicans and College Democrats. There
will also be a video package or soundbite
from each candidate running.
Breeze TV plans on presenting prerecorded
interviews with candidates for the House of
Delegates 26th District incumbent Tony Wilt
(R) and political newcomer William “Bill”
Helsley (D). During the live show, Breeze TV
also plans on showing a prerecorded interview
with a political science professor or a panel of
professors or students who they recommend.
The live show will be conducted at the Alison
Parker Studio in Harrison Hall and will be
available to watch on Breeze TV’s Facebook page
and The Breeze website.
CONTACT news desk at breezenews@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Breeze TV liveshow
on The Breeze’s
Facebook
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This week's Student
Advisory Board meeting
Attendees discussed account
holds, mental health and more

By JJ HENSLEY
The Breeze

The JMU Student Advisory Board, led by
Engagement Fellow of Student Affairs Mandy
Vitale, discussed questions presented by
students and faculty at the meeting Oct. 25.
The first item discussed was spring
registration — more specifically, students
who have holds on their accounts and won’t
be able to register for spring classes come
November.
“We email students,” Vitale said, “but
apparently, that’s not a good way to reach
students.”
Tim Miller, JMU’s vice president for student
affairs, said a large portion of students who
have holds on their accounts are first-years
who haven’t submitted immunization forms.
The group came up with several possible
solutions to address the issue: sending
out emails addressed by Miller himself,
contacting parents for stronger engagement
and providing a hand-out with instructions
on how to submit immunizations.
Vitale also addressed mental health on
campus and how JMU could improve its
mental health support. Miller said JMU needs
to first “define mental health” on campus
to distinct dimensions of health: physical,
mental, spiritual, etc.
“Really, it’s the whole picture of mental
health and well-being we’ll want to look
at,” Miller said. “We’re working on how to
define mental health on this campus and
what resources beyond crisis mental health
counseling — what else can we provide for
students?”
Miller said the dissonance between high
school and college breaks is difficult for firstyear students but that fall break can aid this
transition. Supporting Miller’s point, senior
psychology major Taylor Seaman said she
didn’t realize how much she needed fall
break for the sake of her mental health until
she had the time off.
“I heard those insights from students in
this room,” Miller said. “That’s also the value
of these conversations; they turn into things,
like a four-day weekend.”
Another key point on mental health was
inclusivity and getting students involved.
Seaman said the 1787 Weeks of Welcome —
JMU’s orientation period — helped her gain
a sense of belonging at JMU but that it’s “not
how it works for a lot of people.”

The group agreed that 1787 Weeks of
Welcome feels like a “first-year event” and
that the stigma surrounding it doesn’t
persuade upperclassmen to go. Miller said
the university will try to promote the 1787
Weeks of Welcome more broadly next year so
the whole JMU community is engaged.
In addition, the Student Advisory Board
addressed students’ questions and concerns.
One question was on mask mandates —
when and if they’d be lifted, and what next
semester and beyond would look like on
campus.
Miller prefaced by saying he “doesn’t think
JMU will be lifting the mandate within this
semester.”
Miller said depending on what the Centers
of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
the Virginia Department of Health (VDH)
say about antibodies, students who get their
antibodies tested every month could be put
into the category of vaccinated students and
have antibodies to combat COVID-19.
“My hope is, in the spring, we start using
antibodies,” Miller said. “Then, dream
scenario — after spring break, we stop
wearing masks.”
Miller said JMU’s administration is playing
this day-by-day and that anything could
change at any time.
“The answer is, we don’t know,” Miller said.
The last item at the meeting was whether
or not JMU should move up to the Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS).
Seaman said she knows why people are
excited about the prospect of moving up
to the bigger division — higher stakes and
better competition.
Senior health sciences major Kayla
Edwards said “no one could convince her
otherwise” that JMU should move up, but as
soon as that happens, she believes JMU will
begin to lose to bigger colleges.
Seaman countered by saying people
want to have more coverage of games and
that moving up would give JMU a more
“prestigious” status.
Miller said a decision will be made regarding
what division JMU football will be playing in by
Thanksgiving this year.
CONTACT JJ Hensley at henslejj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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When it comes to mask mandates and COVID-19 precautions, Miller said the university is
taking it day-by-day. Photo by JJ Hensley
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A "hungry" dart to my
cats for eating my laptop
charger.
From the owner of a shiny
new charger.
A "we-saw-you" dart to
the student using several
copies of The Breeze as a
protective shield from the
rain.
From the literal
Editor-in-Chief.
An "everyone's-invited"
pat to my birthday party. I
better see you there!

@TheBreezeOp

Your vote is your voice
Local elections have a major impact on political climate
MIA HAZELDINE-ROSS | contributing writer
U.S politics have
become increasingly
partisan, alienating
moderate
opinions
and sewing division
among the public. Those
whose ideologies don’t
fit into the confines of a party platform are
forced to choose between extremes. This is
due to voters themselves.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the
2020 election saw a 67% voter participation
rate, while 53% of voting-age citizens
participated in the 2018 midterm. Despite
such a significant difference, the voter
participation in the 2018 midterms is widely
considered uncharacteristically high for a
midterm election. The difference,
of course, is because
of who was
on the

From a soon-to-be
22-year-old.

ballot. The presidential race is widely
publicized, and many people believe the
president’s decisions will have significant
effects on their everyday lives for the next
four years.
In reality, it’s local elections — which by
far have the lowest voter turnout — that
have the most direct impact on constituents.
Local governments are in charge of
emergency services, law enforcement,
housing and public schools. They handle
sanitation and public works and mandate
zoning laws. They also manage the
municipal court system, plan local events
and maintain roads. All of these issues are
much more likely to affect a person’s dayto-day life than the president’s broad policy
decisions. Humanitarian aid abroad, while
still important, rarely has a direct
effect on U.S. citizens,
but if a city does
or
doesn’t
have clean
water, it
can
be

A "keep-it-up" pat to
the Washington Wizards
for winning their first two
games.
From a pleasantly surprised
DC sports fan.
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A "help-me-out" dart
to my roommates for
neglecting to take out the
trash each week.
From someone who should
be getting paid for their
dedicated labor.

the difference between life and death —
look at Flint, Michigan.
Still, local elections have low voter
turnouts, which means who’s in charge of
the local government is in the hands of a
select few — a few who JMU political science
professor Robert Roberts said “tend to be
more politically engaged and, therefore,
more partisan.”
The partisanship of voters in off-year
elections encourages further polarization
in state governments that likely isn’t
representative of the actual population. The
Annual Review estimates that less than 30%
of adult citizens participate in mayoral or
city council elections. Roberts suggested
such low voter turnout benefits Republicans
because voter turnout is already higher
among Republicans, and increasing the
voting pool would likely result in an increase
in Democrat turnout.
Voting is sacred in the American
democratic experiment, and no matter a
person’s political leanings, every U.S. citizen
should have an unrestrained opportunity
to cast their ballot. Independents are
particularly important in the democratic
process because their participation could
be the key to compromise — a concept
foreign to the current political climate.
If only partisans vote, only partisans
will get elected and Congress will
continue to hit policy stalemates.
But independent voters can grease
the wheels of decision-making
by electing more open-minded
politicians less beholden to
party politics.
The Virginia general election
is Nov. 2, and anyone who can
vote should do so because
more voters means a more
representative government.
Don’t let a partisan minority
c o nt i nu e to d i v i d e st ate
and local governments.
After all, governors and city
council officials are much
more likely to have a direct
impact on our everyday lives.

Jacob Carter / The Breeze

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

CONTACT Mia at hazeldmg@
dukes.jmu.edu. Mia HazeldineRoss is a senior international
affairs major.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Staying safe
on Hallo-weekend
Slut-shaming is the scariest part of Halloween
SAMI ANDERSON | contributing writer
Halloween can
be a fearful time
for
college-aged
women, and it’s
not
just
because
it’s that time of year
a ga i n .
Every Halloween, girls get
scrutinized for dressing up in costumes
that expose their skin. Retailers often
have a tendency to make women’s
Halloween costumes sexy and revealing
with few modest options. Yet, when
women choose to wear these readily
available costumes, they’re often seen as
promiscuous.
A common justification for sexual
harassment is to scrutinize what the
victim was wearing, a form of victim
blaming that perpetuates misogyny. This
isn’t a new issue, either. In 1989, a juror

in a rape case said, “She asked for it. The
way she was dressed with that skirt, you
could see everything she had. She was
advertizing for sex.” The woman was
wearing a tank top and a short skirt, yet
that wasn’t equivalent to her agreeing to
be sexual with that man.
Women shouldn’t have to dress or act
a certain way to not get taken advantage
of. No one should care about what
clothes someone chooses to wear — it
should have no effect on anyone except
the person wearing those clothes. If a
woman dresses up as a “sexy witch” for
Halloween and wears a short skirt as
part of her costume, that isn’t consent to
touch her in any way.
Various products have been created to
help keep women safe. Female students
can carry safety tools that could help

prevent sexual assault when going
anywhere alone or partying at night.
Depending on one’s price range and
lifestyle, there are a variety of products
women can use to protect themselves.
These include Invisawear, a company
specializing in jewelry with hidden
buttons to alert the police and emergency
contacts, and Nightcap, an anti-drink
spiking attachment for cups. Another
important safety tip is to never travel
alone. The buddy system works. If one
goes to a party with friends, they should
make sure to leave with them. Still, none
of these measures should be necessary.
According to a study conducted by
The Independent, 55% of men believe
“the more revealing the clothes a woman
wears, the more likely it is that she will
be harassed or assaulted.” And, according

to alcohol.org, “At least 50% of student
sexual assaults involve alcohol” and “in
one-third of sexual assaults, the aggressor
is intoxicated.”
It’s unfortunate that women have to
go through all these safety measures
just to have a fun night out. Whether
it’s Halloween or any other day of the
year, women shouldn’t face unnecessary
backlash for wearing what they want.
People need to hold themselves and
those around them accountable.
If men can’t control their impulses, then
us women have to take extra precaution
when partying this Hallo-weekend and any
other occasion until something changes.
CONTACT Sami at ander5st@dukes.jmu.
edu. Sami Anderson is a freshman writing,
rhetoric, and communications major.

Scary movies should have cathartic endings
JILLIAN CAREY | jillian cares
Spoiler warning: This article
spoils the endings of “Get Out,”
“Ready Or Not,” “Things Heard &
Seen” and “Halloween.”

‘gory’ scary. It’s psychologically scary.”
There are countless examples of horror
movies that fail to provide an ending that
feels earned. “Things Heard & Seen,” is an
example of this, wherein a string of ghostly
women try to save living wives from being
murdered by their own husbands, but they
ultimately fail and simultaneously fail to
deliver an ending easy to care about.
Another example of this phenomenon
is the “Halloween” series. At this point,
they’re making more movies just to make
them. There’s always a shoddy explanation
as to how Michael Myers survives at the
end of the film, and the scares feel cheap

and unearned — especially after so many
dissatisfactory endings.
Most of the time, horror movies fall flat
because the characters aren’t well written.
Too much time is spent trying to set up the
fear factors rather than developing characters
who the audience can relate to and root for.
But when a horror movie manages to make the
audience actually care about the protagonist,
it should at least respect its viewers enough to
give them a satisfying ending.
CONTACT Jillian at breezepress@gmail.
com. Jillian Carey is a senior media arts
and design major.

“Get Out” features a well-deserved happy ending. Screen grab from Movieclips Trailers on YouTube
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For those of us who like scary movies,
the gut-wrenching, blanket-clutching,
eye-covering moments of horror are
something we crave. But at the end of a
harrowing adventure, a happy ending is
something to be appreciated.
After watching a protagonist supposedly
beat the odds and make it out of the
haunted house and survive the night or
not get possessed, the final moment of
satisfaction is watching the credits roll —
not having that moment of peace suddenly
snatched from the viewer’s hands as a
“Gotcha” when the monster returns at the
last second. This goes doubly for horror
movies that rely on suspense, especially
ones in which the main character is
actually well written.
“Get Out” and “Ready Or Not” are
great examples of scary movies with
well-deserved happy endings. These
characters are ones that the viewer spends
the entirety of the movie sympathizing
with and rooting for. The suspense is not
just built with mounting unease as the
supporting characters begin to reveal
their true intentions, but it also grows with
the growing desire for the main character
to escape this terrifying situation.
At the end of both of these films, after
being subjected to a horrific situation in

which it seems like the protagonist won’t
possibly make it out alive, the viewer is
rewarded for all the suspense they sat
through. The ending is cathartic.
In “Get Out,” after Chris (Daniel
Kaluuya) finally escapes the mayhem of
a family trying to medically possess his
body, there’s a moment of heightened
horror when police lights flash — only
for it to be Chris’ friend, a TSA agent. The
same goes for “Ready Or Not.” This film is
full of running, hiding and fighting, but
it doesn’t have a disappointing ending in
which the protagonist is caught but rather
a satisfying one where she finally prevails.
Even better, the protagonists in these
films don’t just escape. The pursuers trying
to kill them are killed themselves, which
can be satisfying for viewers. It’s a breath
of release and even a moment to cheer for.
“I like when at least one person is still
alive,” Kennedy Burke, a senior English
major, said.
But, oftentimes, horror movies like to
pull the rug out from under the viewer at
the very last moment. Granted, sometimes
this can make for a better ending. Knowing
that the terror isn’t truly over can leave a
desired feeling of unsettlement with the
viewer even after the movie ends, but it’s
not always the cathartic ending many
viewers crave.
Tessa McGrady, a senior English major,
said what ruins a horror movie is if it’s
too predictable or if the ending is fully
explained. As for what makes it good,
she said it has to have “some kind of
psychological aspect to it — it’s not just
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Halloween Character Face-offs
Who would win?
First-round results from 57 respondents on Instagram (@breezejmu)

Freddy Krueger

Winner:

Chucky

50%

36%

50%

64%

Jason vorhees
Ghostface

Jigsaw
Pennywise

44%

46%

Thursday, October 28, 2021

56%

Michael Myers

54%

Hannibal Lecter

SHARE YOUR BRACKET WITH US! POST YOUR RESULTS ON INSTAGRAM AND TAG US:
@breezejmu
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HOMECOMING
CHECKLIST

Spirit Rock Painting & 50 Days till Graduation Celebration
Oct. 29, 2:30 - 5:30pm | Spirit Rock, East Campus
This event will feature music, snacks and a special gift for December graduates!

Taco 'bout Traditions

Nov. 2, 11am - 1pm | Hillside Field
Learn about Madison Traditions and grab a FREE taco!

Day of Service

Nov. 4, 10am - 2pm | Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
Roll up your sleeves and work alongside fellow Dukes to help keep the Arboretum beautiful.

Purple Out

Nov. 4, 7pm - 9pm | Hillside Field
Stop by to pick up a FREE purple out t-shirt.

Late Night Breakfast

Nov. 4, 10pm | E-Hall
Get ready for a night of music, giveaways and delicious JMU classics.

QuadFest

Nov. 5, 5pm - 11pm | JMU Quad
Come out for FREE food, entertainment and giveaways. HomecomSING starts at 7 pm followed by an outdoor movie night.

JMU Dukes vs. Campbell Camels Football Game
Nov. 6, 3:30pm | Bridgeforth Stadium
Cheer on the Dukes as they take on the Campbell Camels.

Thursday, October 28, 2021
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rockin' at the vineyard
November 5 & 6, 2021 FEATURING

ROCKIN’ JOEYas Elvis and Conway Twitty
as Johnny Cash and Paul McCartney
JED DUVALL

&

$65

+ tax
INCLUDES

entertainment, dinner catered by
Outback Steakhouse, and door prizes.

Thursday, October 28, 2021

LIVE

BENEFITING
Please bring an
unwrapped Christmas
toy for a child.

at Bluestone Vineyard from 5-10 pm Call 540-828-0099
4828 Spring Creek Rd. Bridgewater, VA

Proudly sponsored by

for tickets
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Defend your data

Madison Root / The Breeze

Duo Security provides essential protection for college students
NICK LAU | contributing writer
This two-factor authentication is what
verifies the identity of the student
logging in.
JMU senior Darron Davis, a customer
support specialist at the JMU IT
Help Desk, acknowledges the minor
inconvenience Duo brings but still
supports the need for a system like Duo.
“Duo’s two-factor authentication is
the industry standard in online security
— it eliminates a hacker’s ability to take
someone’s password by brute force,”
Davis said. “If they don’t have the
student’s device, they can’t log in.”
There’s an attack by a hacker every
39 seconds in the U.S., according to a
University of Maryland study. These
attacks can target anything from a
simple social media account to an
entire banking system. Unfortunately,
colleges are slowly becoming more
prominent targets of these attacks due
to their large collection of valuable
data, such as student and staff
addresses, Social Security numbers
and payment details. In 2015, data
breaches at Penn State and U. Va.
were blamed on Chinese hackers. In
addition, students at the University of
Connecticut had their Social Security
numbers and credit card data stolen
online. Hackers also attempted attacks
at Washington State University and

Johns Hopkins University, but these
attempts were stopped before any
serious information was leaked. These
real-life examples prove that JMU
students are susceptible to the threat
of having their information stolen. As
young college students, we must ensure
that our naivety doesn’t keep us from
understanding and appreciating the
protection we’re given by Duo.
For now, hacking will always be an
issue when using an online service,
no matter how well protected a site
may seem. For college students, a
breach of an account could mean
losing thousands of dollars in tuition.
Having a security system in place is of
utmost importance when dealing with
account security and privacy. Duo has
been JMU’s answer to this question
of security. “There’s no other wide
scale option that offers this amount of
protection,” Davis said.
Although students may believe it to
be an inconvenient task that’s simply
t h e re to wa ste t i m e, Du o i s sto p p i ng
hackers and protecting students’
accounts from the dangers of the internet.
CONTACT Contact Nick at launa@
dukes.jmu.edu. Nick Lau is a sophomore
majoring in media arts and design with
a concentration in creative advertising.
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It’s likely that
all JMU students
are well aware of
the
small
delay
whenever signing onto
Canvas or MyMadison.
Before being able to access a university
website, students are greeted with the
Duo Security authentication screen,
where they’re prompted to verify their
identity with a single click.
It’s not much, but this extra step is
seen as an inconvenience to many,
including sophomore Kevin Gorman.
“I understand why we use it, but it
definitely has its flaws,” Gorman said.
“If I don’t have my phone on me or I left
it somewhere, then there’s a problem.”
To many students, Duo is more of
a mild annoyance than an accepted
security measure. However, with
hackers
becoming
increasingly
better at their jobs, students need to
be appreciative of the protection it
provides.
The two-factor authentication system
was adopted in spring 2017 to make
sure students are the only ones logging
into their accounts. Before logging in,
Duo sends a login request to the user’s
phone or other registered electronic
device that must be accepted before
continuing to JMU’s online services.
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HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
FROM
THE BREEZE!
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This year, our editorial
staff dressed up as
editor-in-chief Jake Conley

BUSINESS
EDITOR Filip De Mott
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EMAIL breezembr@gmail.com

@BreezeMBR

Operating since 1941, Glen’s Fair Price Store had to shut down for a full year due to COVID-19. Matt Young / The Breeze

The store offers costume rentals year round. Matt Young / The Breeze

Businesses beware

Halloween brings revenue to local stores, but many suffer shortages
from HALLOWEEN REVENUE, page 1

Beware the supply
crunch
To meet this year’s crazed demand, some
retail measures were implemented, such as

air freights, purchasing used and vintage
items or buying up the inventories
of
recently
shut-down
retailers.
Glen’s
Fair
Price
Store
was
among
those
who
did
that.
“It’s really sad,” Bare said. “A lot of
costumers did go under, they closed
their doors.” Bare bought their costumes.
However,
for
local
businesses
feeling the same pressures, the
HDR hopes to provide some relief.
Although some events still remain
virtual, many have come back in full
force whether the Skeleton Fest for
children, ghost tours for the brave or
live shows for the student population.
“Our community events are free and
open to the public,” Winter said. “The
hope is [people will] come in and spend
some money at our local retailers.”
Still, it’s not a time without challenges.
Although Bare and Styler keep their store
open daily throughout the Halloween
season, they plan to go back to staying
open only three times a week once the
holiday passes — an approach they’ve
adopted since returning from lockdown.

“The business is not here, it’s not come
back yet,” Bare said, noting how much
consumers have shifted to online shopping
these days. “It worries us very much.”
She’s not wrong. According to
Yahoo Finance, new data finds that
more than half of parents are now
looking for children’s costumes online,
with only 42% doing so in stores.
“A lot of local shops and everything
still do online ordering,” Winter
said, offering one work around.
Still, there’s lots to look forward to.
“Christmas will be next. They’ll start
doing the Santas,” Bare said, standing
next to a huge Frosty the Snowman
costume head: “As soon as January
starts, plays start in all the high
schools … they’ll all come for makeup.”
Just like the rows of costumes that hang
in the store, for Glen’s Fair Price Store,
there’s no easy end in sight.
CONTACT Filip at demottfs@dukes.jmu.
edu. Filip is a senior school of media
arts and design and international affairs.
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Michael Caviness, the assistant manager
at Harrisonburg’s local Spirit Halloween,
described recent business in one word:
“Crazy — better than it’s ever been. Most
days we make double, triple our goal.”
Projections already show that the store
beat incomes in both 2019 and 2020, he said.
This aligns with anticipations. According
to the findings of the National Retail
Federation
(NRF),
Halloween-themed
expenditures are expected to grow by over
$2 billion from the year prior, reaching
“an all-time high of $10.14 billion.”
Specifically, 65% of people in the U.S. have
plans to participate in the festivities, spending
$102 on average, with quite a discrepancy
between household types — those with
children are expected to spend double the
amount of those without, the NRF reports.

making Halloween products available earlier
than normal — from candy to decorations. But
simple as this may seem, such merchandise
still faces challenges from the pandemic.
“I can’t get in a lot of the masks, I can’t
get in costumes, I can’t get in half of
the stuff I ordered,” Bare said. “They’re
sitting out on the ocean, on the ships.”
According to The Wall Street
Journal, supply chain issues have
caused “a few scares,” in the words of
one Spirit Halloween spokesperson.
Shipping delays and costs have meant
a limited supply nationwide, with most
shelves empty by the start of October.
It’s not an immediate problem for
everyone. While Caviness acknowledges
the delays Spirit Halloween has to face
from time to time, he describes it as more
of “an annoyance.” Instead, the store
suffers more from the lack of willing
workers: “We’ve had to have people come
over from our other store, Spencer’s [the
company which owns Spirit Halloween].”
Still, for those more heavily affected by
the supply crunch, some businesses are
finding workarounds — such as paying for
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Dukes
for a cure
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Fighting for Dukes

The idea for Dukes Against Childhood Cancer
was born just before Caroline started at JMU.
Before her first semester when she relapsed for
the second time, she had a visitor during her stay
in the hospital: LeAnna Headley, a senior social
work major who’s been on a mission of her own
to advocate for children with cancer since she was
in high school.
Headley started a foundation called Our
Amazing Fighters in 2014 when she was a rising
high school freshman. She’d been following the
stories of a few children with cancer on social
media, and when she learned how understudied
and underfunded pediatric cancer was, she
wanted to do something about it.
According to the National Pediatric Cancer
Foundation, just 4% of government-funded
research is devoted to treating childhood cancer.
“I believed they needed someone in their
corner fighting for them while they fought for
their lives,” Headley said.
The nonprofit is based in Richmond, Virginia,
and Headley said it’s “committed to raising
awareness and spreading joy to kids and their
families in the fight against pediatric cancer.”
Our Amazing Fighters offers a variety of
services: delivering care packages nationwide,
sending bald American Girl Dolls to girls who
have lost their hair as a result of cancer treatment
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When 8-year-old Caroline Laughorn went
in for her first clinic appointment after being
diagnosed with cancer, her mother, Jennifer
Laughorn, looked around at the other patients
and burst into tears.
She was seeing “kids sitting around in
wheelchairs and kids sitting around with no hair
and kids sitting around with IV poles hooked up
to them.”
Caroline, who’s now a junior health sciences
major at JMU, was first diagnosed with leukemia
in 2009.
Since then, Caroline has had cancer four times
over 12 1/2 years, with three relapses — once in
high school and twice in college. Now, as one of
the founding presidents of the Dukes Against
Childhood Cancer club, she advocates for other
children with pediatric cancer.
Caroline said she wants to raise awareness
because she’s experienced it firsthand, and it’s
shaped her academic and career goals: She
wants to work as a physician’s assistant within
pediatric oncology, saying she feels like she “has
a purpose.”
Cancer has been part of Caroline’s life
throughout both her childhood and collegiate
experience; her second relapse came just before
she started classes at JMU. She was able to start
classes in person for the second semester of her
freshman year in 2020, but when COVID-19 hit,
she had to return home.
Then, she relapsed again in March 2021 and
returned home once more to finish the semester
online.
Caroline said she was halfway through the
semester when she relapsed, and she didn’t want
to stop working.
“Why drop it now if I can finish it up and get
credits?” she said.
She planned to complete all her studies, with
the help of professors who granted her extensions
on her coursework. It took her until the end of the
summer to finish her classes.
“She literally finished the day before she came
back to JMU for this semester,” Jennifer said. “It
was not easy.”
JMU saved Caroline’s dorm room for her when
she couldn’t attend her first semester; the football
team gave her a signed football; the women’s
basketball team created a birthday message
for her; and other teams sent her pictures with
the athletes holding up signs reading “Caroline
Strong.”
Caroline and her mother both credited
the school with helping them. Caroline said
everyone’s been “very supportive.”
Before Caroline’s first semester, Jennifer

reached out to Tim Miller, JMU’s vice president
for student affairs, and he became an advocate for
Caroline as she started at JMU from a distance.
Miller said he first met Caroline in person
when she came to take a tour of the school,
and he arranged for her to have some unique
experiences, complete with meeting the football
team and Duke Dog. He said he wanted her to
have a first experience of JMU that was more
special than usual and that he wanted to make
her life easier as she started at JMU, saying, “She
had already been through enough.”
Jennifer said the JMU community rallied for
Caroline and her family after hearing about her
story in Facebook groups like JMU Nation.
“I cannot tell you the cards, the donations, the
gifts, the things that have been sent to her just
because she was a JMU student,” Jennifer said.
“It’s just something about that JMU community
that just hits differently.”
Caroline still has to regularly return to the
clinics where she’s received treatment over the
last several years — Duke University Hospital
in Durham, North Carolina, and the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia — to ensure that
everything is still looking well.
Currently, though, she’s studying at JMU
and working to raise awareness about pediatric
cancer on campus.
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JMU junior advocates
for childhood cancer research

“It’s just something about that
JMU community that just hits differently.”
Jennifer Laughorn
Caroline’s mother

and providing gift cards. For families local to
Richmond, the nonprofit offers respite care, free
babysitting and meal deliveries. Headley also
lobbies on Capitol Hill with members of Congress
to advocate for better funding for research on
pediatric cancer and improved policies for
children during and after treatment.
Headley and Caroline came together through
Our Amazing Fighters when Headley delivered a
care package to Caroline during her hospital stay.
“We were like, ‘Man, we should do something
at JMU to ... create community with the childhood
cancer advocates here at JMU,’” Headley said.
Caroline said the club’s primary goal is to raise
awareness because many people don’t realize
how many children have cancer.
“We’ve actually met multiple students at JMU
that are childhood cancer survivors that we didn’t
know were even on campus,” Caroline said. “It’s
common, and people don’t know about it.”
Headley and Caroline, along with Caroline’s
roommate Hannah Moon, serve as co-presidents
of Dukes Against Childhood Cancer.
“Together, they wanted to do something to
make a difference at JMU,” Jennifer said. “I’m
very proud of that.”
The club gives students who are passionate
about assisting those with childhood cancer an
opportunity to be involved in the community
and advocate for children, according to the
club’s mission statement. Members participate
in activities such as sending a gift basket to a little
girl last year and making and handing out gold
ribbons on campus to raise awareness.

Support from JMU

A recent highlight for Dukes Against Childhood
Cancer was Sept. 9 — the club succeeded in

arranging for Wilson Hall to be lit up with gold
lights in honor of Childhood Cancer Awareness
Month.
“I was just beaming,” Jennifer said. “I was just
so proud of that.”
Caroline said she and Headley had both been
trying to make arrangements to light up Wilson
Hall as a surprise for the other.
“We had talked about it a while back, but then
[Headley] was like, ‘I’m doing something, but I’m
not gonna tell you about it because I don’t want
to get your hopes up,’” Caroline said. “And I was
like, ‘OK,’ but I didn’t tell her that I was emailing
them ... We were both doing it.”
Jennifer said Miller helped make the event
happen.
“He’ll connect us with people that can help us
if he can’t do it,” Caroline said.
Caroline and Headley asked Miller to be the
faculty advisor for Dukes Against Childhood
Cancer, and he said he would because he wanted
“to do anything I could to support them.”
Wilson Hall has previously been lit up in
support of other causes; the building was lit up
in red lights at the end of September to honor
firefighters who lost their lives while on duty.
“It was so amazing,” Caroline said.
Headley said it’s a big deal to get buildings to
raise awareness specifically for childhood cancer,
so lighting up Wilson was significant.
“Even if it [was] just for a few hours,
they supported the cause,” Caroline
s a i d , “a n d t h a t m e a n s s o m u c h .”
CONTACT Maria Copeland at copelamt@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Courtesy of IGDB

Video game veterans
‘Ultima Online’ developers seek new audience after 24 years of operation

By DANIEL CARTER

The Breeze

The gaming world is constantly in
flux. With new technologies and genres
introduced at a rapid rate, players’ needs
are perpetually evolving, making it harder
for games and developers to stay afloat. But
for the veterans behind one of the longest
running massive multiplayer online roleplaying games (MMORPG) of all time,
the process of maintaining longevity isn’t
something new.
“Ultima Online” (UO) is a sandboxfocused MMORPG that was released in 1997
by Origin Systems, and it’s been in the care
of Broadsword Online Games since 2014. It
was one of the original games to coin the
term “MMORPG” and has etched its name
permanently into the foundation of the genre.
Even some of JMU’s professors have
been playing the game for decades. Shelly
Hokanson, an interactive design professor,
is a member of the longest running guild — a
group of players — in “Ultima Online.”

Currently, there are six individuals
working on “Ultima Online,” and three of
the developers at Broadsword — Bonnie
Armstrong, Stephen Brown and Greg
Havlusch — all emphasized the team-based
narrative within the group behind “Ultima
Online.”
“We, as a team, sit down and go over
everything,” Armstrong said. “Everything
is team built — that’s why we are more of
a family.”

while,” Brown said with a laugh. “I maintain
the clients and servers for the game, and I
implement a lot of the underlying systems
that drive the game’s mechanics.”
“Ultima Online” has two different clients
for players to choose from. The first is the
“Classic Client,” which offers the original 2D
isometric game. The second is the “Enhanced
Client,” which features updated graphics and
systems like item insurance and hotbars.
Both of these versions can be accessed
for free — with some limitations — through
“Ultima Online: Endless Journey.” This allows
players to experience the core features of the
game before making a decision to purchase
the subscription.
Even after 24 years and multiple clients,
the team said they’re still as excited as ever to
be working on the game. They hold monthly
meetings with the player base to address
concerns and desires for the game’s future.
At times, the team can even turn some of the
community’s ideas into a reality.
“Sometimes, we’ll take a player’s idea,”
Armstrong said, “and we can use our
experience and tools … and make it better
for everybody.”
At the moment, Broadsword releases
new content every three to four months. In
between that time, event moderators are
given reign to create more events to keep the
community active.

A ‘new experience’
Outside of the regular content schedule,
the team works on bigger plans for the future
of “Ultima Online” and its player base. These
plans center around a new free-to-play
project called “New Legacy.”

“We want to provide this new experience
and put out something that is new and fresh
and a bit more digestible for potential new
players,” Brown said.
“New Legacy” will take place on its own
shard on “Ultima Online’s” clients, and it’ll
offer returning players a new beginning and
first-time players an introduction to the
team’s ambitions for the future.
One appeal for “Ultima Online’s” audience
is the freedom with which the fantasy sandbox
sets up its world. Players can establish their
own identity, nurture their own plot of land
and live a life among the community.
In “New Legacy,” those vital themes are
used as stepping stones as players will create
their own narrative and build upon their
legacy while returning to Britannia — the
original map used in “Ultima Online” — with
a new customized ruleset.
“If you like games like Stardew Valley, if
you like to live a game instead of just play
it, if you want to feel like you are connecting
to the game’s world as opposed to just
experiencing it,” Havlusch said, “then New
Legacy is something you are definitely going
to want to check out.”
Broadsword said the company would
hopefully have new information about
“New Legacy” next June. But for the time
being, both clients of “Ultima Online”
are available to play, and the team is
maintaining its confidence moving forward.
CONTACT Daniel Carter at carte3dt@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Behind
the scenes

Armstrong got her start at “Ultima Online’’
as a volunteer tester for the game back when
the original client released. After taking the
initiative and organizing her fellow testers,
she earned her place as the head of the
external testing team and became an official
employee for “Ultima Online.”
Now, over two decades later, she’s the
producer for Broadsword and oversees
Ultima’s 27 servers, commonly known as
“shards.”
When asked about the difficulties of
maintaining a single game for 24 years, the
team emphasized that the answer doesn’t
have a singular solution.
“We have certain design principles that
we adhere to … we take a user-centered
approach,” Havlusch said. “A lot of it comes
from experience … all of us have been doing
this for a long time.”
Havlusch was a player of “Ultima Online”
long before he started working for the
company in 2009 as an event moderator — a
player who creates and maintains in-game
events for the player base.
“At the time, my background was in
biology,” Havlusch said. “I didn’t know
anything about computer coding, but I did
play UO for an exceedingly long time in high
school … probably too much.”
After Havlusch’s time spent as an event
moderator, Armstrong offered him a job as
a technical designer, and the rest of their
history is still being written 12 years later.
For Brown, his work as the software
engineer for “Ultima Online” began in 2008
before taking a small hiatus and joining the
team again one year later.
“I’ve been on the team for … quite a
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Spooky, scary
Staunton
Black Raven Paranormal leads historic haunted tours

A WEALTH OF HEALTH
A guide to plant-based eating

Thursday, October 28, 2021

By GRANT JOHNSON
The Breeze

With your typical meat-based dishes that dominate the
holiday season, it can be increasingly difficult to maintain
or begin a plant-based diet this time of year.
JMU dining’s health and wellness manager Gillian Kelly
and dietetics professors Michelle Hesse and Danielle
Torisky shared tips and recipes about everything vegan
and vegetarian — an all-encompassing guide to help plantforward eaters make it through the holiday’s temptations
of roasted meats and scrumptious pies.
Since plant-based proteins aren’t “complete proteins,”
meaning they don’t encompass all essential amino acids
like animal-based proteins, they need to be combined with
grains, Hesse and Torisky said. Kelly said flatbread with
butternut squash puree and goat cheese — a JMU chef’s
creation — is a delicious vegetarian way to get that protein.
Kelly and the professors provided some meat-free options
to create this complete protein:
•
Red beans and rice
•
Peanut butter and jelly sandwich on whole wheat
bread
•
Lentils and tofu
•
Tofu stir fry with rice
Incorporating a “rainbow” of colorful vegetables in
your diet, Kelly said, is essential to consuming a wide
variety of nutrients and preventing long-term defects like
osteoporosis. Hesse said they’re coenzymes that are vital
in manufacturing the necessary energy to be active. Below
are some of the vitamins and minerals you can expect to
take in from different colored vegetables.
•
Red and orange vegetables: vitamin A and C
•
Lighter green vegetables: fiber and folate, which are
less nutritious than darker leafy greens
•
Darker green vegetables: folate, vitamin K and zinc
However, in a plant-based diet, there are some nutrients
that are commonly lacking, Torisky said, namely vitamin
B-12, iron and calcium. She provided some plant-friendly
ways to incorporate them into your diet.
•
Vitamin B-12: alternative fortified milks, like
almond and oat milk
•
Iron: deep-green vegetables other than spinach,
which Torisky said binds with the iron and leaves
your digestive system without being absorbed.
•
Calcium : leafy greens that absorb it well,
particularly from the cabbage family, like collard
greens and broccoli.
The holiday season can throw a wrench into your plantforward lifestyle, but it doesn’t have to. Stay on the straight
and narrow with these meals and methods.

By GRACE FEUCHTER
contributing writer

Some people say limestone plus water equals
paranormal activity — and Staunton, Virginia, just happens
to be sitting on limestone with a river carving out potholes
in the city. This, along with its rich history, might explain
why there’s allegedly an abundance of paranormal activity
in Staunton.
At least, that’s what Black Raven Paranormal claims.
The organization leads ghost tours in Staunton, only 30
minutes from JMU, where civilians are walked through the
haunted streets of the historic city. On the 90-minute tour,
we walked to some of the most haunted sites in the city,
hearing stories of confederate soldiers in hospitals, women
who fell out of buildings, the haunted bank and Mary
Baldwin, who haunts the local university named after her.
The tour starts at a parking deck, and although it might
not look haunted, it allegedly is. Before it was a parking
lot, it was a hotel; before that, a hospital; and before that,
a saloon. There were once shootings and sick soldiers in
the very spot where they tell everyone on the tour to park
their cars.
From there, tour guide Becky Graham picks up her
lantern with a flickering flame and marches the group up
the hill, joking about turning her microphone off so we
couldn’t hear her huff and puff as we hiked toward our
next stop.
Good walking shoes are a must — the tour walks about
a mile up and down the hills of Staunton, through the city,
to the train station, by the university and eventually back
to the haunted parking deck.
At each stop, Graham tells stories about the area’s history
and what ghosts are thought to roam there. At the bank
made of limestone, she relays a hair-raising story about

Read the full story at breezejmu.org.
Staunton’s 90-minute ghost tour visits the most
haunted sites in the city. Abi Middleton / The Breeze

a bank teller who committed suicide when he was fired
from his job. Numerous people claim to have seen a tall,
thin man wearing a black suit and blue tie in the building
after the teller’s death, Graham said — and each sighting
occurred when the building was supposed to be empty.
Graham also takes the group to Mary Baldwin University,
where she tells the empowering story of how Baldwin
herself was put in charge of the school as it was going into
debt, yet she managed to save it and educate the school’s
female students.
Many Mary Baldwin students report their mirrors being
moved from the walls and placed on the floor and their
picture frames being turned downward, Graham said.
Baldwin herself was known for never having a self-portrait
taken because she was insecure about an injury she faced
as a child. She never liked mirrors and didn’t have them
at her school — coincidence?
Marty Siebel, founder and owner of the Staunton Ghost
Tours and Black Raven Paranormal, started as a skeptic but
has now been invested in paranormal activity for 22 years.
This is his 14th year conducting ghost tours, and he said
the business continues to grow and thrive. Siebel explained
that on his first tour, he had four guests, and he “literally
dragged them from the other side of the street.”
Now, tours cap around 50 guests, and there are some
nights where the tour sells out and they have to create a
second one to appease the masses.
“It’s a blast,” Siebel said. “I wish [the job] was full time.”
Graham also expressed her gratitude for the job. She
said she got started working for Black Raven Paranormal
as a researcher, and within a year, she became a tour guide.
“Marty couldn’t get rid of me,” Graham said, laughing.
Graham wore earrings with ghosts on them and comfy
walking sneakers, and at every stop, she’d place her lantern
on the ground. The group of us tour-goers stood in a semicircle around her and listened to her stories.
“The ongoing joke is, I’m standing here telling stories
and the ghost is going, ‘That’s not right,’” Graham said. “I’m
waiting to get smacked upside the head.”
She explained how, for her, it was the history and
storytelling that makes the job so fulfilling.
“We get excited because we find stuff,” Graham said. “It’s
like a treasure hunt, finding this information.”
One participant, Jay Herr, said he enjoyed the night and
that it was “kinda cool.”
Although Herr said he wished to be scared more, his
13-year-old daughter, Lia, loved the tour. She struggled to
think of what her favorite part of the tour was. “There were
so many,” Lia said as she racked her brain for the perfect
story to tell. “I believe in ghosts, so I think it’s cool.”
The Herr family lives in Harrisonburg, and they’re lucky
they like ghosts because, as Graham said, there’s the
possibility for ghosts all around the Shenandoah Valley.
“The Valley itself has to have kinda a lot of the same stuff
going on,” Graham said. “You’ve got your limestone; you’ve
got your Civil War going all up and down through there …
The whole town’s kinda weird.”
Next time Valley residents feel a strange scratch, see
something move unexpectedly or see a spooky figure, it
may be a ghost. Keep an eye out and an open mind —
because even the owners of these tours started as skeptics.
CONTACT Grace Feuchter at feuchtgi@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk
on Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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AND IT TASTES SO GOOD

Any delivery charge is not a tip paid to your driver. Please reward your driver for awesomeness. Drivers carry less than $20. ©2021 Domino’s IP Holder LLC. Domino’s®, Domino’s Pizza® and the modular logo are registered trademarks of Domino’s IP Holder LLC. 2101004
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FOCUS ON YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
LEAVE THE FOOD TO US.
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No tricks, just treats

Six wicked Halloween recipes to make this October
By LAUREN KUHNO

Candy Corn Popcorn Balls

What screams Halloween more than candy corn?
This sweet and salty treat from The Pioneer Woman
requires 45 minutes to prep and cool, leaving 12
delicious servings when done.

Rice Krispie Ghosts

The Breeze

This recipe from Midwestern Moms is more
taxing, but the time and effort to make them is
worth it to create this ghostly dessert.

Halloween is a time to get crafty.
When not streaming spooky movies or taking trips to a
local pumpkin patch, most of the holiday season can be spent
putting together costumes for just a few nights out of the year.
Another way to expel this crafty Halloween energy can be in
the kitchen.
Students should look past $7 pumpkin spice drinks and
instead indulge in Halloween-inspired food and drinks created
at home. Below are six simple and cheap Halloween recipes to
trick-or-treat yourself to this season.

Ingredients:

3 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
10-ounce bag mini marshmallows
6 cups Rice Krispies cereal
1 bag white candy melts
1 bag black candy melts

Instructions:

Pumpkin Ice Cream Floats

What’s a ghost’s favorite dessert? I-scream! With a whopping
four ingredients, this ice cream float from The Pioneer Woman
is possibly the quickest to make on this list, and it can satisfy
that pumpkin spice craving.

Ingredients:

1-2 scoops pumpkin ice cream
Bottle of root beer
Pirouette cookie
Cinnamon

Instructions:

Add 1-2 scoops of the pumpkin ice cream to a tall glass.
Pour the bottle of root beer over it and garnish with a pirouette
cookie and a dash of cinnamon.

CULTURE

Ingredients:

6 tablespoons popcorn kernels
1/4 cup peanut oil
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup candy corn
1/2 cup roasted salted peanuts
4 cups mini marshmallows
4 tablespoons salted butter
Cooking spray

Instructions:

Begin by melting the butter in a large
pot. Then, add in the vanilla extract and
marshmallows and stir until melted. Add in the
cereal and stir until it’s all mixed. Next, pour the
mixture into a 13-by-9-inch greased dish. Using
a greased spoon, pat the mixture down into the
dish and set aside to cool.
When the mixture is cool, use a ghost cookie
cutter to cut out the ghosts. Next, melt the white
and black candy melts separately. Using a spoon,
spread the white candy melts onto the top of the
ghost cutout. Once that layer has hardened, use
the black candy melts to dot on two eyes to the
ghost. Let the treat harden completely, then
serve.

Start by heating a large pot over medium-high
heat, then add the peanut oil and popcorn kernels.
When the oil begins to sizzle, sprinkle the sugar
on top. Cover the pot with a tight lid and shake the
popping kernels until they begin to slow — about
eight minutes. Remove from heat and pour the
popcorn onto a baking sheet lined with parchment
paper to cool.
Next, coat a large bowl with cooking spray and
add in the popcorn, candy corn and peanuts and
set aside. Now, combine the marshmallows and
butter in a large pot over medium-high heat. Stir the
mixture for about five minutes or until melted. Pour
the melted mixture over the popcorn mixture in an
even coat. Coat your hands with cooking spray and
shape the popcorn into 3-inch balls, then let them
cool before serving.
Baker’s note: For those with limited time and
space, microwavable popcorn is equally tasty.
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Doughnut Hole Eyeballs

To turn the average doughnut hole into a spooky
Halloween treat in just 15 minutes, follow the recipe
from The Pioneer Woman below.

Ingredients:

12 doughnut holes
1 bag white candy melts
1 bag red candy melts
1 bag gummy rings
1 bag brown M&M’s Milk Chocolate Minis

Instructions:

Begin by melting the white and red candy melts in
two separate bowls. Next, dip each doughnut hole into
the melted white candy. Lift out the doughnut with a
fork and let the excess drip off. Attach a gummy ring
to the front of the doughnut hole, then set aside to dry.
When the doughnut hole is dry, secure a browncolored M&M’s Milk Chocolate Minis inside the gummy
ring using a dab of melted white candy melts. Use the
red candy melts to pipe on eye veins, then they’re ready
to be served.

Mummy Pretzels

This recipe from The Pioneer Woman takes a plain
pretzel stick and transforms it into the talk of the
Halloween party. These mummy pretzels aren’t only eyecatching but are mouth-watering, too.

Ingredients:

1 bag white candy melts
Shortening
Pretzel rods
Small candy eyeballs

Halloween Swirl
Cream Cheese Brownies

This recipe from Persnickety Plates takes the traditional
brownie and transforms the top layer into an orange, spidery
effect — perfect for a spooky chef with a mature palette. With
a total prep and cook time of 45 minutes, there’s a bigger time
commitment, but the results are worth it.

Ingredients for the brownie batter:
1 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup flour
1/2 cup Hershey’s Special Dark Cocoa powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
2 eggs
1/2 cup vegetable oil
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Ingredients for the cream cheese layer:
8 ounces room-temperature cream cheese
1/4 cup sugar
1 egg

1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
Orange food coloring

Instructions:

Begin by preheating the oven to 350 degrees. Next, line an
8-by-8-inch baking dish with parchment paper and spray with
non-stick spray. Set aside.
For the brownie layer, add the sugar, flour, cocoa powder, salt
and baking powder into a medium-sized bowl. Next, add the
eggs, oil and vanilla in a small bowl and mix with a fork. Pour the
wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and mix until combined.
Save about one-fourth of the mix for the top-layer swirls, then
pour the remaining batter into the baking dish.
For the cream cheese layer, blend the cream cheese, sugar,
egg and vanilla in a medium-sized bowl until smooth. Next, stir
in the orange food coloring. Carefully spread the cream cheese
layer on top of the brownie batter. Grab a toothpick and gently
drag the remaining brownie batter on top to create the spidery
effect. Bake for 30-35 minutes and let cool before serving.
Baker’s note: For college students on a budget and time
constraint, a box of brownie mix will do just as well.

Instructions:

Begin by melting a bag of the white candy melts and
add shortening until it’s a smooth, drippy consistency.
Next, place the mix in a tall, thin glass for optimal dipping
results. Now, grease a drying rack and set it aside.
Begin dipping the pretzel rods into the melted
mixture and place them onto the drying rack to
harden. As the pretzel rods harden, reheat the leftover
mixture in the microwave and place it into a piping
bag with the tip cut off. Drizzle the candy melts onto
the dried pretzels to create the desired mummy look.
Immediately stick two candy eyes on and allow them to
dry completely before serving.
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WE GREW MORE THAN CORN

CONTACT Lauren Kuhno at kuhnolm@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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JMU Athletic Director Jeff Bourne addressed the media during Basketball Media Day on Thursday, Oct. 21. Breeze File Photo

A look at potential options and factors for JMU regarding realignment
By SAVANAH REGER & MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

The grasp two schools held in July could
change the face of Division I athletics before
the end of the year.
When Texas and Oklahoma joined the
Southeastern Conference (SEC) in August,
the ripple effect of realignment began,
trickling down to Power Five and Group
of Five conferences and finding JMU. Fast
forward to October, the Dukes have an
opportunity to make the long-awaited jump
from the Football Championship Subdivision
(FCS) to the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS),
but what does that mean?

Thursday, October 28, 2021

Realignment defined

Realignment refers to reorganizing
or making new groupings, according to
the Merriam-Webster dictionary. In the
sports world, it typically references athletic
programs’ conferences, the moving of
programs and the teams they play. There have
been rumors surrounding JMU potentially
leaving its current conference, the CAA, for
years.
“We’ve stated previously that we genuinely
believe James Madison University brings
value to any conference, and we’re seeing
that play out with the interest being expressed
in our institution,” Assistant Athletic Director
for Communications Kevin Warner sent to
The Breeze via text message. “Strategic vision

and investment over a long period of time
have put JMU in an attractive position as it
relates to all aspects of the institution. Our
process [has] been very thorough, and we
will continue to respect that process of review
as it relates to university and Commonwealth
protocol. Our focus remains on providing
the ideal overall experience for our studentathletes.”

JMU's potential options
If JMU were to move conferences, the
football program would move from the FCS
to the FBS. The difference between the two
is that right now, the Dukes have the chance
to make a 24-team playoff for a chance at
a national title. With the FBS, JMU would
switch to a bowl system, with only the
nation’s top four teams competing in the
College Football Playoff. The FBS also could
bring more money, media deals and funds
from the bowl system, according to SBNation.
Jumping from the FCS to FBS, the Dukes
have two potential options — the Conference
USA (C-USA) or the Sun Belt Conference.
Both conferences are currently realigning
and have been rumored to be interested in
adding JMU.
Over the last few weeks, C-USA lost
six members to the American Athletic
Conference (AAC) — expanding the AAC to
14 teams despite the losses of Cincinnati,
Houston and Central Florida earlier this
month to the Big 12.
In comparison, there aren’t any teams
rumored to leave the Sun Belt — only four

additions. Southern Miss announced its shift
to the Sun Belt on Tuesday, Old Dominion
said it was joining Wednesday, and Marshall
and JMU are expected to join in the coming
week.
While addressing the media during JMU
basketball’s media day Oct. 21, JMU Athletic
Director Jeff Bourne said stability is an
important factor to consider when deciding
to change conferences.
“We wholeheartedly believe that [JMU] is
a valuable institution to any league,” Bourne
said. “We’re well aware that this is a dynamic,
changing environment and that every day
brings something new.”
In addition, Marshall is a current C-USA
members actively being scouted by the Sun
Belt. Because of C-USA’s constant movement,
Yahoo! Sports writer Pete Thamel indicated
on Twitter that the C-USA is looking to add
New Mexico State, Tarleton State and 2021
FCS champion Sam Houston State.
Throughout the past weeks, JMU fans have
shown their growing interest in the Sun Belt
on social media. There were mixed reactions
from supporters when the Dukes didn’t make
an FBS jump during the 2014 realignment
phase — when the Sun Belt and C-USA also
looked to invite JMU. Some JMU fans say
they’re still apprehensive about making a
jump, but the two conferences are proving to
be the Dukes’ best options.

Football possibilities
JMU football is a hot topic of
conference realignment conversations

— and money talks.
If JMU were to join the Sun Belt or C-USA,
it’ll see substantial changes in scholarship
funding. With FCS status, the Dukes can’t
offer above 63 full scholarships, but the move
up would mean 85 full scholarships.
Also if JMU were to leave the CAA, the
move would require a $1 million buyout, plus
an additional $250,000 to leave CAA football.
Also in discussion is JMU football’s ability
to compete at the FBS level. Right now, both
Old Dominion and Southern Mississippi have
announced that they’ll be leaving the C-USA
and joining the Sun Belt on July 1, 2023.
JMU played Old Dominion for two years
while the Monarchs were transitioning from
the FCS to the FBS. The Monarchs defeated
JMU twice — once at home and once on
the road — before joining the FBS as an
independent prior to entering the C-USA.
More storylines will develop if JMU
moves to the FBS, but previously, the Dukes
also faced Appalachian State before the
Mountaineers moved to the Sun Belt.

Benefiting programs

It’s not just football that would move if
JMU goes to either the Sun Belt or C-USA.
JMU basketball would be in the spotlight.
Both the men’s and the women’s programs
are set to contend for March Madness and will
most likely be slated at the top of the CAA in
the preseason polls.
see THE RIGHT FIT, page 27
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One thousand
and beyond

JMU volleyball setter Caroline Dozier
hits 1,000 career assists

By LOGAN SKINNER
contributing writer
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JMU junior setter Caroline Dozier
has solidified herself as the Dukes’ de
facto leader. With her relentless and
reliable style of play, Dozier has proven to
be a valuable piece of the Dukes’ offense.
Junior outside hitter Chloe Wilmoth
called Dozier one of the hardest workers
she knows.
“When I played at ECU (East Carolina
University), I played with a girl who was
on the same club team as her,” Wilmoth
said. “When I decided to transfer to
JMU, she told me about how [Dozier]
was always in the gym getting extra
reps before and after practice, and
that has absolutely carried on
into college … anytime I need
someone to set me [the ball] or
just help me out, [Dozier’s]
always ready to be
there and work hard.”
As a freshman in
2019, Dozier played
behind senior setter Sarah
Martin, who went on to earn All-CAA
Second-Team honors. While Dozier only
played in 61 sets, her freshman season
afforded her an opportunity to “learn from
[Martin],” she said. JMU volleyball head
coach Lauren Steinbrecher said Dozier came
into the program with lots of skill and gets a
little better every day.
“We have really good coaches,” Dozier
said, “so I just work with them constantly to
get better and keep improving.”
For the condensed spring 2020 season,
Dozier took on a larger role as the Dukes’
primary setter, contributing 357 assists and
85 digs en route to JMU’s appearance in the
CAA semifinals.
Dozier dealt with an injury during the 2020
season, but she said she worked through the
issues and continued to improve her skill.

This season, it took her
just 11 matches to equal her
sophomore year’s assist totals.
“[Dozier] comes in and gets
better with every single practice,”
Steinbrecher
said.
“She
just
continues to run our offense at a
high level and put hitters where they
need to be to terminate … very rarely
do you see her with a double or an
unhittable set — she brings that
level of consistency to our play.”
As one of seven upperclassmen
on the roster, Dozier’s biggest
change from previous seasons is
her growing role as a team leader,
she said. Both Wilmoth and
Steinbrecher agree that Dozier
plays with a high level of energy
and is the team’s spark.
“[Dozier’s] super intense,
but not in the wrong way,”
Wilmoth said. “She knows
how to get the best out of
people. She won’t accept
anything less than your
hardest work … she’s
always one of the loudest
people on the court.
She is always telling people not
only where to go and what to do, but
she does so in a way that makes you want to
do it.”
Wilmoth also noted how approachable
Dozier is outside of team activities and how
that’s allowed her to be a better leader.
“Off the court, she is the goofiest person
you’ll ever meet — laughs a ton, pretty
daydreamy,” Wilmoth said. “On the court,
she’s so zoned in, so focused and ready to
play, and it really makes all the difference
in the world because you can have that
comfortable relationship off the court where
you can just be good friends, and then on the
court, she knows how to get you in the zone
when it’s time to work”.

So far this season, Dozier has played 64
sets for the Dukes; she’s earned a teamhigh 605 assists, the third most in the CAA.
Dozier also has accumulated 46 blocks, 53.5
points and four double-doubles. Dozier had
a career-high 55 assists in her home state of
North Carolina against CAA rival Elon.
About the Elon match, Dozier said, “It was
really cool to set the tone and show what kind
of player I am and continue to be.”
With her 51 assists in the Dukes’ sweep of
William & Mary, Dozier eclipsed 500 assists
on the season. She also surpassed 1,000
assists in her career with 56 against UNCW,
breaking her previous mark. Dozier currently
holds a career average of 6.37 assists per set,
which ranks 10th in program history. She’s
also on pace to overtake Kristi Richardson for
the 10th most assists in program history —
only 354 away. While Dozier is proud of her
accomplishments, she said she doesn’t focus
on it.
“It is nice to see how far I’ve come,” Dozier
said, “but there’s a long way to go.”
With JMU sitting at second in the
conference and the CAA tournament quickly
approaching, Dozier will continue to be a
key player as the Dukes close out the regular
season.
“I fully expect [Dozier] to continue to
execute at a high level and continue to
improve,” Steinbrecher said. “There is zero
doubt in my head that both of those will
happen.”
Despite being a junior, Dozier said she sees
the possibilities for her “legacy” and looks to
continue to build upon that.
“I think the biggest legacy is my leadership
and me being a team player,” Dozier said. “I
think that the biggest thing is just putting the
team above myself and just trying to figure out
ways we can be the best possible as a whole.”
CONTACT Logan Skinner at skinnela@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more volleyball coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Thursday, Oct. 28
Women’s soccer vs. Elon - 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 29
Field hockey at William & Mary
- 6 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Cross Country CAA Championships

at Northeastern - 10 a.m.

Volleyball vs. Northeastern 11 a.m.
Football vs. Elon - 2 p.m.
Men’s soccer vs. Drexel - 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 31
Women’s soccer vs. Delaware noon
Volleyball vs. Northeastern 1 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 1
None
Tuesday, Nov. 2
None
Wednesday, Nov. 3
None

Breeze Athlete of the Week
By SPORTS DESK
The Breeze

percentage to .452.
Attanasi also was named the CAA Offensive
Player of the Week for her performances.
The Washington Township, New Jersey
native came to JMU as the Player of the Year
and All-State her senior year, and she broke
her high school’s record for career goals in
2019 with 59.
In addition, Attanasi set the record for
most goals in a season her freshman year,
earning her a Player of the Year nod.
JMU (7-8-1, 4-3 CAA) can clinch the No. 4
seed in the CAA tournament with a win over
Elon on Oct. 28 — the only remaining seed left
to fill ahead of the tournament.
CONTACT the sports desk at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more soccer coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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This week’s Breeze Athlete of the Week
is JMU women’s soccer freshman Amanda
Attanasi.
Attanasi earned the honor with her efforts
in two JMU road wins this week. On Thursday
against College of Charleston, she scored two
goals to propel the Dukes to a 3-2 victory. The
game was her first multi-goal game of her
career.
Attanasi first goal, scored 35 minutes into
the game, gave the Dukes the lead heading
into halftime. Just five minutes into the
second half, she scored the game-winning
goal to give JMU the win.
“Great fight tonight and brilliant brace by
[Attanasi],” JMU head coach Joshua Walters

Sr. said postgame. “That was a massive three
points for us on the road.”
Following it up on Sunday, she earned an
assist in the game-winning goal by redshirt
senior forward Ginger Deel in a 1-0 overtime
win against William & Mary.
“Sundays on the road are always difficult,
but so much credit goes to the players
and especially the leaders for getting this
performance,” Walters Sr. said after the
William & Mary victory. “We are playing
some fantasic soccer right now, and it is
earning us respect.”
In the combined two games, Attanasi
registered five points, five shots and three
shots on goal in 72 minutes of action. She’s
now tied for the team lead in points (nine),
and second in goals (three) and assists
(three). She’s also raised her shot on goal
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Men’s tennis Holden Koons makes
program history at ITA Super Regionals

ITA

Superstar

Courtesy of JMU Athletics

By CRAIG MATHIAS
The Breeze

There’s never been a player in the history
of JMU’s men’s tennis program who’s
reached the heights of junior Holden Koons.
During the fall season, Koons became the
first player to reach the main draw of the
ITA All-American Championships in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. A 2-1 record in qualifying along
with receiving a “lucky loser” spot — given
to a player who lost a match but moves onto
the next round — allowed Koons to make the
last 64.
Koons and his doubles partner, senior
William Karpinski, went 2-0 in ITA Regionals
to advance to the ITA Super Regionals. Koons
was also a part of the singles bracket at the
ITA Super Regionals. Despite bowing out in
both singles and doubles, the finish to the fall
season impressed men’s tennis head coach
Steve Secord.
Referring to Koons’ performance in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, Secord said seeing JMU next to
the names of schools from the Power 5 made

him proud — not only for Koons but also for
the program. Appearing at such high-level
events will only do good for the team as they
look to grow each day, he said.
“He helped put us on the map,” Secord
said. “Realistically, it’s quite a feat to do,
so we were really excited that he had the
opportunity to play those teams, and it’s
pretty cool when you see the names of the
schools [like] USC and Duke, and then JMU
is in there.”
In the qualifying round, Koons first cruised
past Tulsa senior Daniel Siddall 6-2, 6-2. His
next opponent, Texas A&M junior Pierce
Rollins, provided a chance at revenge, as
Rollins beat Koons at a tournament three
years prior. After dropping the first set, Koons
found a way past the Aggies’ No. 1 player in a
2-6, 6-1, 6-4 win.
Koons saw USC junior Stefan Dostanic
in his last qualifying match. Despite falling
6-4, 7-5, Koons received a “lucky loser” spot
to propel him to the main draw. Rounding
out his long weekend was a battle with Ole
Miss senior Finn Reynolds — the No. 4 seed.

While his run in Tulsa ended with a 7-6(4),
6-3 defeat against Reynolds, Koons said he
only took away positives from the week-long
event.
“I found it all very beneficial from an
experience standpoint and just getting to
play a ton of tennis,” Koons said. “Playing
five matches in a tournament is good to train
your body and mind to keep going out and do
it over and over again.”
Secord was unable to attend, so assistant
coach Jason Sinkoff oversaw everything
that occurred during the ITA All-American
Championships. Sinkoff said Koons solidified
himself as a nationally recognized player in
college tennis.
“I think [Koons] from day one looked at it as
a great opportunity to show that he belonged
with the best players in the country,” Sinkoff
said. “He had a lot to prove, and I think his
results showed that.”
What comes with these performances
over the past couple of weeks for JMU is
increased recruiting publicity. Koons said
both his growth as a player and the recruiting
openings possibly created are what’s best for
the Dukes.
“To go and make an immediate impact,
I think it’s good for the program,” Koons
said. “Other recruits can see that [JMU] has
actually had guys perform, so hopefully
people considering JMU will see that and
know that the opportunity is there for them.”
Koons came in as a four-star recruit, and
both coaches told Koons he’d compete in the
bottom of the lineup to start. Koons exceeded
these expectations, Sinkoff said, eventually
climbing the team ladder to where he is now.
Sinkoff said the team can use Koons’
performance as an example when pitching
JMU to future recruits. Both Sinkoff and
Secord will pitch to prospective studentathletes that if Koons was able to improve as
much as he did, then other players coming to
JMU can do the same, Sinkoff said.
By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

Coaches’ Corner:
Let’s get physical
Quick Hits

- Curt Cigentti emphasized physicality

and that even though Elon has a different
game plan, it’s still a factor.

- Cignetti coached at Elon while redshirt
senior quarterback Davis Cheek was an
underclassman, and he’s ready for what
that’s going to be like.

Thursday, October 28, 2021

- The head coach said that even though
the Dukes’ defense has been dominant,
the team’s faced backup quarterbacks,
and this weekend that isn’t the case.

What coaches and players are
saying ahead of JMU vs. Elon

- Cignetti said the Phoenix’s defense

changes every season, and he creditied
Elon’s coaching staff for its success.

- Cignetti said the special teams

improved every week and that the players
in those positions are consistent.

“We told [Koons] when he came in that he
was going to be playing probably in that No. 5
or 6 spot … and by the end of his sophomore
year, he was mostly playing No. 1 for us,”
Sinkoff said. “We can go to recruits and say
there was a player that came in as a four-star
recruit and with the resources and facilities
that we offer our players, he was able to
improve very quickly.”
The end of ITA Super Regionals means
the end of the Dukes’ fall season. After not
having last year, Koons said that regardless
of everyone’s results, all the tournaments will
help the team prepare for the spring.
“I think it’s all going to carry over,” Koons
said. “To have that, I feel more confident
going forward — I feel like I learned a lot from
the fall.”
When discussing Koons’ fall season,
Secord said the entire team and coaching
staff is impressed with what he’s done —
but that it doesn’t stop now. These historic
achievements only mean that there’s more to
unwrap in his JMU career.
“We’re proud of him, but he’s not done,”
Secord said. “He still has goals and is still
trying to raise the level of his game. I think
he’s going to continue to do the little things
well and learn a little bit each experience. I
don’t really cap any expectations for him.”
The meteoric rise of a player who was
expected to hang around the bottom of the
lineup became the first player in program
history to reach the main draw of the ITA
All-American Championships hasn’t gone
unnoticed. Secord and Sinkoff said the goal
now is to build off Koons’ efforts both in Tulsa
and at the ITA Super Regionals to gear up for a
successful spring season.
CONTACT Craig Mathias at mathiack@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more men’s tennis
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

Players’ Perspective:
Adjust and be vicious
Quick Hits

- Physicality is reflected in this week’s

injury report. Three starters were hurt in
the win against Delaware, with one not
returning to action this weekend.

- JMU football’s entering its 16th game in

the 2021 calendar year and injuries reflect
that.

- Despite injuries, redshirt sophomore

offensive lineman Nick Kidwell said the
offensive line knows how to adjust.

-Redshirt senior offensive lineman Liam
Fornadel is on the depth chart vs. Elon.

- Redshirt sophomore defensive lineman
Abi Nwabuoku-Okonji described the
defense’s physicality as “vicious.”

- Nwabuoku-Okonji added that the

team remembers what happened last
time the Dukes played the Phoenix and
emphasized their not the same team as in
the spring.
Read the story at breezejmu.org
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Finding

the

right

fit

Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
from THE RIGHT FIT, page 24

Men’s basketball head coach Mark
Byington took over last season after seven
years at Georgia Southern, a Sun Belt team,
and has turned the program around, taking
the Dukes from last to first place in the CAA
regular season.
The women are consistently fighting
for the CAA tournament crown, and
during the regular season when they play
nonconference opponents, they hold their
own. The Dukes are used to high-level
competition, frequently playing hard against
Maryland, West Virginia and U. Va. every
season.
A brand new $82 million arena — the
Atlantic Union Bank Center, now housing
JMU basketball — could be notable as well.
JMU softball could also benefit from a
move up. The Dukes, fresh off a trip to the
Women’s College World Series (WCWS),
have won the CAA championship the last two
seasons and took the world by storm in June.
The University of Louisiana would be a test
for JMU, as the Ragin’ Cajuns have six WCWS
appearances and were eliminated by LSU in
the regional round last season.
Other sports potentially benefiting from
realignment moves are JMU golf and tennis.
Both women’s tennis and women’s golf head
into the spring defending CAA titles, with
tennis looking to three-peat. Women’s golf
has youth, as no one on the team is older
than a redshirt junior.
While men’s golf and men’s tennis aren’t
atop the CAA, their potential is brewing. JMU
men’s tennis’ Holden Koons is back after a
trip to the ITA Super Regionals — he’s the
first Duke to reach that plateau — and golf
is headed by senior leadership, ready for
another run at conference title.

Possible hurdles to jump

Athletes’ acknowledgment

There are multiple factors that come
into play for athletes when conference
realignments begin to shape up — including
an overwhelming focus of social media. JMU
coaches and student-athletes have declined
to comment, but football head coach Curt
Cignetti said he’s addressed it with the team.
“[Conference realignment talks] obviously
caught fire on social media,” Cignetti said,
“but it really doesn’t affect what we’re here to
do, and it has no bearing.”
As realignment continues to evolve,
The Breeze will update readers with more
information.
CONTACT Savannah Reger and Madison
Hricik at breezesports@gmail.com. For more
sports coverage, follow the sports desk on
Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

Thursday, October 28, 2021

Although
football
and
basketball
programs would have immediate homes, a
few JMU sports aren’t sponsored by the Sun
Belt conference. Men’s soccer, field hockey,
lacrosse and swim & dive aren’t currently
sponsored, but there are still some options
for those programs.
Men’s soccer was previously sponsored by
the Sun Belt; the conference held its last full
season for men’s soccer in 2019. Since then,
Georgia Southern joined the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), and Coastal Carolina
joined C-USA. However, with Marshall, ODU
and JMU, the conference would reach the
minimum threshold to reinstate the sport.
Additionally, the reinstatement would create
a highly competitive conference, with JMU
currently ranked No. 25 and defending NCAA
champion Marshall at No. 2.
The Sun Belt’s only field hockey program
is Appalachian State. This leaves the Dukes
with a challenge — where should JMU field
hockey go? There are a few options available
but no immediate answer.
First, JMU field hockey could stay within
the CAA, similarly to how Villanova football

plays in the CAA but its remaining teams
are within the Big East. JMU field hockey
could work out a deal where the team would
remain with the conference.
Another option is to move the team to
the Mid-American Conference (MAC) with
Appalachian State or to the Big East — a
common move by many programs in hopes
that the new conference will eventually
sponsor the sport. There’s no guarantee
where field hockey will go, but JMU has the
ability to explore multiple options to ensure
the program’s well-being.
Lacrosse is in nearly the exact same
situation as field hockey, bringing a similar
set of options for JMU to explore. None of
the current or potentially entering Sun Belt
programs offer lacrosse, forcing the Dukes to
look elsewhere. The CAA is a strong women’s
lacrosse conference, with four programs
having made the NCAA tournament in the
spring. If JMU lacrosse could stay within the
CAA, it could be an ideal spot to remain in.
If the CAA is unavailable, the Big East would
be another option — similar to field hockey.
Including current and possibly incoming
programs, the Sun Belt would have five swim
& dive programs — only one short of the
minimum. Again, joining the Big East would
be the easiest answer for JMU, but having
only one program short of sponsorship
leaves more uncertainty than the others.
When finances come into question, it’s
likely that if JMU does choose the Sun Belt,
the three programs without sponsorship
could request access into the Big East,
according to DNR writer Greg Madia on
Twitter. The Big East features ranked teams in
all three programs, including UConn for field
hockey and Denver for lacrosse.
If the Big East doesn’t accept lacrosse but
allows field hockey and swim & dive — or
any combination of the sports — there’s no
regulation for how many conferences JMU
can be affiliated with. This means that while
JMU can join the Sun Belt for its sponsored
sports, a non-sponsored sport can join the
Big East and the remaining sports can look
elsewhere. It’s all dependent on what JMU is
interested in exploring.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

$17.95

$10.95

$9.99
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$17.95

Hours:
Monday- Thursday: 11am-9:30pm

$21.95

Friday-Saturday: 11am-10:30pm
Sunday- CLOSED

DOWN
1 Bud
2 King beater

10/25/21

By Catherine Cetta

3 Pictured in one’s
mind
4 Second chance
5 __ whiskey
6 Heads of France
7 Bridge
8 Spy for the other
guy
9 Guitarist Clapton
10 Bring up the rear
11 Tooth covering
12 Knock over
15 Hire
21 Something to
bake in
22 Zero deg. at the
equator, say
23 Barely beat
24 Pie crust
ingredient
28 Earl Grey, for one
29 Barely discernible
amount
30 “You are __”: mall
map info
31 Bordeaux and
Chianti
33 Hall & Oates’
“__ Gone”
34 Opposite of pros
37 Like meds
needing no Rx
38 Era for Fred,
Wilma and
Pebbles

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

d?

ACROSS
1 Duo
5 “Who’s there?”
reply
10 Acquire
13 Cartoon maker of
a cactus costume
14 Student’s
assignment
16 Artist Yoko
17 Starring role
18 Roma is its
capital
19 Once around the
track
20 Flexible desk
accessory
23 Yalie
25 VCR format
26 Support for a
painting
27 “Divine Comedy”
author
29 Acceleration
control
32 Filmmaker’s
monochrome
background
35 Medieval
Icelandic
collection
36 Save like mad
37 Govt. workplace
monitor
41 Indecisive sort
43 Sport with
meshed sticks
47 Teatime treat
48 Last choice,
perhaps
49 Communication
syst. with hand
signals
51 Govt. codebreaking org.
52 Mental refresher
... and a hint to
the circled letters
57 Barbie’s beau
58 List of mistakes
59 Like granola
62 SASE, e.g.
63 One who loses
on purpose?
64 Fairy tale bully
65 X or manta
follower
66 Salon filing aid
67 They open locks
and start cars

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Egg layers
40 Bailiwick
41 Copied with
intent to
deceive, as a
signature
42 Emerald __:
Ireland
43 Student’s hallway
hangout
44 Goddess of
wisdom
45 Dicey

10/25/21

46 “The Last Jedi”
villain Kylo
49 Daisylike flower
50 Like many
Stephen King
stories
53 Cleveland’s lake
54 Utah city on I-15
55 Inevitable
outcome
56 Cozy corner
60 Attempt
61 “Absolutely!”
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Graphic
Designer
Wanted
The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student
media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.
Apply at JMU Job Link
https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/6587

Field Trip Driver - Starting Pay:
$15.35-$15.85/Hour

Do you want to utilize your driving
skills for a part-time job that fits your
flexible schedule? If so, the Field Trip
Driver with the City of Harrisonburg
Department of Public Transportation
may be the right job for you! Starting
pay: $15.35-$15.85/hour. Find out
more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Building
Codes Combination Inspector

Do you want to work in a team
environment where you have an active
role in pursuing quick and efficient
reviews of plans and inspections?
If so, the Community Development
Department’s Building Codes
Combination Inspector career may be
the right fit for you! Find out more/apply
online at https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS - UP TO
$1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE!

UP TO $1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE
FOR NEW SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS.
Check out the City’s website to find out
more about how you can utilize your
driving skills to make a difference in
the community. On the job training
is provided. Find out more and apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

SCHOOL BUS AIDES - UP TO $500
HIRING INCENTIVE!

UP TO $500 HIRING INCENTIVE FOR
NEW SCHOOL BUS AIDES. Check out the
City’s website to find out more about how
you can utilize your customer service
skills to be a positive influence in the
local community. On the job training
provided. Find out more/apply online
at: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

FIELD TRIP DRIVERS - UP TO
$1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE!

Hotel Guest Services

Country Inn & Suites in Harrisonburg
is currently hiring Guest Service
Representatives. Great experience for
Hospitality majors or others interested
in working with people. Flexible Hours,
starting pay $12 an hour. 540-433-2400

COMMUNITY

Kids’ Night Out
Hey Parents, do you need a night
off? Join us for Kid’s Night Out
at Horizons Edge! Experienced
program staff changes up theme
each month. Includes Clip ‘n Climb,
bounce castles, field games, etc.
Second Friday of each month.6:00
pm - 9:00 pm Kids ages 6 – 12.
$35/child. HorizonsEdgeVa.com/
KidsNightOut

HOUSING

House for rent. Students welcome
Available 7/1/22 on W Water St.
Large 4bed 2 full bath. Hardwood
floors. Large kitchen & living area.
Washer/dryer/dishwasher. Large
fenced yard for pets w no pet fees
or deposit. Off street parking. Lots
of character with tall windows for
natural lighting. Front porch and
back deck. Landlord references
available. $1860/month. Utilities
not included.

UP TO $1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE FOR
NEW FIELD TRIP DRIVERS. Check out
the City’s website to find out more about
how you can utilize your driving skills
to make a difference in the community.
On the job training is provided. Find out
more and apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

TRANSIT BUS OPERATORS - UP
TO $1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE!

UP TO $1,000 HIRING INCENTIVE
FOR NEW TRANSIT BUS OPERATORS.
Check out the City’s website to find out
more about how you can utilize your
driving skills to make a difference in
the community. On the job training
is provided. Find out more and apply
online at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

Tutor needed

Precalculus tutor needed 5406888035

For more information, qualiﬁcations, and to apply,
please go to https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/9864
or visit joblink.jmu.edu and reference posting
number “J1803.”
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Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

The JMU Athletics Communications Department
is looking for a student to assist with photographing
intercollegiate sports during the 2021-2022 school
year. Students must be degree-seeking students,
enrolled on at least a half-time basis (6 credits
for undergraduate and 5 credits for graduate),
and be willing to work nights and weekends.
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In 2020, we broke records and
over 4.4 million Virginians voted.

LET’S MAKE
HISTORY AGAIN
IN 2021.

Go to IWillVote.com/VA
to make a plan to
vote early or on
November 2.

